
 
   

 

 
 

Profiles of the Month –  
February 2023 

Top business and technology requests 
 
Are you looking for sales partners or suppliers abroad? You are searching for research and 
innovation partners?  
Browse now through our selection of top current profiles of the month!  
 

Distributor and manufacturer of dietary supplements and products for the medical industry 
is looking for new products and cooperation opportunities 

Polish company is a distributor manufacturer of dietary supplements and products for the medical industry. All 
raw materials for its products (as well as research) are imported from Switzerland, while the entire production 
process takes place in Poland. Almost all products are manufactured on the same machines as medicines - the 
company use machines and production infrastructure of Eubioco Laboratorium Galenowe Olsztyn as it meets the 
most important European standards for the production of medicines and supplements. The company has GMP 
Certificates. The laboratory has the latest technologies to produce the best quality assortment, well-developed 
research and development facilities and as well implemented HACCP. The company is looking for a partner willing 
to develop under its brand as well as a partner that wants to enter the Polish pharmaceutical market. 

  Request more information: BRPL20230102005 

 

Producer and distributor of EU certified organic honey and innovative and sustainable 
Beehive products is looking for agents and distributors 

The Portuguese SME is specialized in the production, packaging and trade of different varieties of Beehive 
naturally products. With organic certification (PT-BIO-05) and industrial certification (PT N 3557 – CE), the 
company is looking for international partners able to sell its products, like large quantities of natural and bio-
certified honey in bulk and other beehive products, like pure beeswax for cosmetic purposes in the framework of 
distribution or commercial services agreement. The company is looking for reliable and long-term partners in the 
field of distribution of premium, sustainable and ecological products. The potential partner should be reliable in 
order to reach the final customers in gourmet retail channels, innovative market chains, and value-added stores. 

  Request more information: BOPT20230102006 

 

Trading company specialized in children’s toys and outdoor playground equipment searches 
for producers and suppliers under distribution services agreement 

Founded in 2019, the Hungarian company is specialized mostly in education (IT products, robotics, simulators); 
health (simulators, equipments, accessories, laboratory equipments); agriculture (vertical farming, tower framing, 
equipment, fertilizers, irrigation, greenhouse); and in special equipment (diving equipment, firetrucks, special 
trucks, industrial equipment, simulators). Their team is specialized in public procurement and works with both 
private companies and governmental institutions. The daily sales are made on their web shops. The company is 
present in the Eastern European markets. As the company sells educational equipment and technologies in 
general, it seeks business partners that produce these products to have a positive impact on children and the 

https://een.ec.europa.eu/b2b/details/0b5d5a19-9fc2-4561-b099-018571f07ab7
https://een.ec.europa.eu/b2b/details/ee5ec8e6-ae67-4dc9-995e-0185731fb299


 
 

 
 

people who need them. The company is looking for business partners in the medium to long term, to be able to 
satisfy their customers' needs constantly. The potential partners should offer quality products, competitive prices, 
and be open about the East European market and the legislation to be followed. 

  Request more information:  BRHU20221220008 

 

Ukrainian company offers design and manufacture of 3D printers 

The Ukrainian company designs and manufactures 3D printers. Like small models with a working printing area of 
210x210 mm and special models for customer needs with a working area of 600x600 mm. The company also 
developed a printer for concrete printing. The company offers its services to international customers through a 
contract. The company is looking for a long-term cooperation with a partner. The potential partners are all 
companies working in same or similar industries. They are looking for a partner to work on projects on the 
development of 3D models and complete project documentation. The exact scope and type of work will be 
defined by the client. 

  Request more information:  BOUA20221230004 

 

UK biotech company seeks partner to provide a Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) foam for a 

medical device 

UK (Wales)-based biotech and healthcare company is developing a medical device for wound care and is looking 

for a company with an established Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) foam to provide material to be used in the 

device presently in development. 

  Request more information: TRGB20221219007 

 

Dutch company is looking for a sustainable alternative for their plastic active pharmaceutical 

ingredient (=API) packaging 

As the company is actively engaging in sustainability in all areas of their business they now would like to make 

their active pharmaceutical ingredients (API's) packaging more sustainable. Currently the APIs are packaged in 

double low-density polyethylene (LDPE) bags places in an High-density polyethylene (HDPE) drum. The company 

is now looking for a more sustainable solution to replace the HDPE drums. 

  Request more information: TRNL20221121019 

 
 

Find your "Perfect Match”! The profiles in the network’s database are always up-to-date. Request 

more information to get in touch. Search now!         In the EEN database 

Get in touch with the EEN Hessen-Team! Would you like to receive a message as soon as a matching 

profile is online? Or create your own search profile? We will be happy to advise you personally! 

   Contact us! 
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